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Abstract—To characterize cloud computing services, several
taxonomies are developed. This paper originally presents the
tenant-centric reference set of the most recent Infrastructure-
as-a-Service (IaaS) taxonomies to support potential consumers
for deliberate decision makings, providers for competitiveness
enhancement, and all actors in cloud computing ecosystems to
better comprehend IaaS from consumer viewpoint. Our main
finding is that most of existing taxonomies neither aim for
assisting IaaS consumers nor lack sufficient classification for IaaS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Taxonomy is an ordered arrangement of relevant top-
ics and subtopics that is intended to indicate classification.
The well-established taxonomy of Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS) characteristics from consumer perspective has benefits.
First, it serves consumers (and actually all actors in IaaS
ecosystems) as an assessment framework for IaaS offers to
select appropriate providers or to rank well performers. Po-
tential consumers are reluctant in IaaS adoption and migration
(to avoid vendor lock-in) when lacking the clear, adequate and
comparable technical and economical information of services
offered by available providers. Second, it supports practition-
ers and researchers for automated classification tools able
to analyze content from dispersed information sources. The
content includes concepts, terminology, service features that
must be well defined and organized. Furthermore, as previously
perceived terminology lacked standard definitions and new
related concepts emerged, existent taxonomies diverged from
one another and degrade gradually over time. The up-to-date
compilation of the most recent taxonomies are required as the
part of knowledge body maintenance.

To employ the taxonomies in a correct way, it is essential to
clarify IaaS related definitions. NIST [1] defines IaaS as “the
capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing,
storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources
where the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary soft-
ware, which can include operating systems and applications.
The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud
infrastructure but has control over operating systems, storage,
and deployed applications; and possibly limited control of
select networking components (e.g., host firewalls).” In the
definition, the term cloud infrastructure is also defined in
[1] as “the collection of hardware and software that enables
the five essential characteristics of cloud computing.” The
five essential characteristics [1] are: on-demand self-service,

TABLE I. THE CONTRIBUTION OF EXISTING TAXONOMIES.

Taxonomy Excerption Taxonomy Excerption

Polash et al. [2] 33% Kansal et al. [3] 100%

Dukaric et al. [4] 75% Gudenkauf et al. [5] 61%

Kachele et al. [6] 77% Idrissi et al. [7] 65%

Laatikainen et al. [8] 41% Murthy et al. [9] 100%

Repschlaeger et al. [10] 95% Teckelmann et al. [11] 49%

Rimal et al. [12] 67% Prodan et al. [13] 60%

broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and
measured service. By carefully adhering to these definitions in
a holistic manner, we can distinguish cloud computing IaaS
from those of traditional online hosting, which might lack one
of the five essential characteristics.

The merit of this paper is two folds: First, Section II
presents the novel reference set of IaaS taxonomies derived by
the extensive reviews, consumer-perspective analysis, careful
excerption of the most recent literatures of originally academic,
governmental and industrial efforts, and transformation into
consistent visual organization. Second, we identify big-picture
problems among the taxonomies as explained in Section III
that has never been revealed but are actually future research
opportunity; this is our research contribution.

II. ANALYSIS, EXCERPTION AND REFORMATTING OF
RELATED TAXONOMIES

We investigated the most recently taxonomies back to past
6 years. These existing efforts considered not only IaaS but
also other cloud computing topics. Therefore, we analyzed
them to discover merely the topics of our paper scope, which
is essential and providers should expose it to IaaS consumers.
Table I summarizes the proportions of topics we excerpted
from each original taxonomy on a tenant-centric basis. Yet, the
existing taxonomies were originally presented in various forms
such as mind map, feature model, decision tree, layered block
diagram, SBIFT model, and textual lists. We have opted for
the mind map due to its simplicity to represent all of them in a
uniform way and in the chronological order of those previous
efforts as follows.

Fig. 1. The extracted taxonomy of Polash et al.
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Polash et al. [2] propose a cloud computing taxonomy
by embracing existing ones into a new few categories. The
excerpted IaaS-related part of this taxonomy is shown in Fig. 1.
Excluded parts include IaaS components (used by providers
to design IaaS architecture), stakeholder (too broad for our
focus), and the others that are overlapping with the already
excerpted ones. The extracted topics can be described as
follows. Performance feature identifies the atomic elements of
cloud-related performance evaluation of certain services. Cloud
characteristics are flexibility, costs, scope and performance,
IT security and compliance, reliability and trustworthiness,
and service and cloud management. Technical aspects include
cloud architecture, cloud services, virtualization management,
fault tolerance, security, interoperability, scalability. Service
composability specifies what offered cloud services can be
used together.

Kansal et al. [3] classify cloud service pricing into three
models as in Fig. 2: subscription based, pay-per-use and hybrid
pricing. Subscription-based pricing model allows advanced
reservation of resources for a specific period of time by signing
SLA; dedicated instances of server are reserved and remain
with users regardless of whether the instances are consumed or
not. Pay-per-use pricing model provides resources on demand
and on the fly while the consumed resources are charged per
usage unit. Hybrid pricing model is an intermediate model
between the former two models; dedicated servers must be
reserved in advance for a time period, additional resources
can be requested on demand and billed on a per-use basis.

Dukaric et al. [4] propose a taxonomy for describing IaaS
architecture. We have found the consumer-side IaaS-relevant
part of their taxonomy is structured around six topics, each
of which contains multiple subtopics as depicted in Fig. 3.
Compute is a service allowing users to create, terminate and
reboot virtual machine (VM) instances as well as attach-
ing/detaching volumes and acquiring console output. Storage
provides a general-purpose scalable and redundant storage
service. Volume is a persistent block-level storage service that
compute instances create, delete, bundle, attach and detach
but cannot share across instances; VM instances provide no
persistent storage thus any saved data in a VM will be lost
if it is rebooted or shutdown. Network allows the network
configuration of compute nodes, adding and removing virtual
networks, applying firewall rules to VMs, and VLAN network-
ing. Identity service provides a service for authenticating and
managing users, accounts and role information for different
cloud services. Image repository is used for uploading and
downloading VM images and providing a catalog service
for storing and querying virtual disk images and supported
image formats. Logging serves to meet the organization’s audit
requirements. Providers leveraging auditing logs should give
evidence on how the legislations and regulation restrictions
are met. Charging and billing records logging events, rate
the logs and create or present bills, manages customer billing

Fig. 2. The extracted taxonomy of Kansal et al.
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information, and controls costs due to virtualized resource
allocation. Message bus provides a means for passing messages
between different cloud services, usually leveraging event-
driven messaging technologies. Security monitoring encom-
passes the ability to actively monitor and protect the hosted
VMs, without installing any security code inside the VM. CLI
tools are used by cloud administrators to issue commands for
adding, controlling, deleting and monitoring VMs and virtual
networks. API is used for accessing IaaS programmatically to
enable automation and extension of service usage. Dashboard
allows interfacing with the subset of service features to sim-
plify typical management operations in cloud environment. Or-
chestration provides workflow management tool that automates
the creation, monitoring, and deployment of heterogeneous re-
sources and processes. Federation management provides multi-
cloud management capability between cloud sites and unified
cloud services. Elasticity management achieve automated and
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dynamic resource provisioning based on user-defined policies.
SLA definition is a contract between a consumer and a provider
that encompasses Quality of Service (QoS) parameters, SLA
monitoring for monitoring QoS parameters, SLA enforcement
to assure that agreed QoS parameters are fulfilled with mini-
mum SLA violation. Monitoring acquires information in rel-
evant metrics (CPU usage, memory, the number of running
VMs, etc.) belonging to each user. Reporting is in charge
of presenting in a standard format capacity, utilization, and
other service metrics, hence being able to match them with an
appropriate cost model when generating billing and chargeback
to consumers. Lease management allows lease granting on
resources to users that can be redeemed sometime. Availability
zones is a back-up datacenter. High Availability is a failover
mechanism that detects hardware or software faults and pro-
vide redundant computer systems for service continual. Hybrid
support facilitates the implementation of hybrid cloud by
resource extension to external, usually public, cloud systems.
Live migration allows the transparent movement of running
VMs from one node to another without perceived downtime.
Portability support provides a mechanism to convert between
different disk formats to allow movement of images between
different IaaS deployments, a support for vast amount of
virtualization technologies (e.g., Xen, KVM, VMware), and
standardized multi-cloud APIs to address of IaaS resource
programmability. Image contextualization enables VM instance
to be deployed in the form of a shared customized image for
specific context (e.g., VM with a turnkey database). Virtual
application support is containers consisting of several VMs
that allow designing and configuring multi-tier applications.

Gudenkauf et al. [5] propose a reference architecture for
cloud service offers that have most parts for IaaS users
illustrated in Fig. 4. Deployment types are deployment models
as defined in [1]. Virtual private cloud is private cloud en-
vironment realized with public cloud and user-defined virtual
networking for traffic isolation. Pricing describes strategies for
monetizing service offers. Pay per unit only charges consump-
tion up to a certain level and free beyond that. Subscription
charges users upon a regular time duration. Pay per user is
rare but has an example [14] allowing unlimited cloud storage
per paid account. Service integration is capability to integrate
cloud services within enterprise systems that considers the fol-
lowing aspects: technical integration, implementation, access,
abstraction layer, autonomy, latency, data consistency, and data
integrity. SLA considers functional and nonfunctional service
qualities, agreed governance aspects such as performance
indicator (KPI), and and agreed charge processes (a process
of making someone officially responsible for doing something,
e.g., who does what upon service outages). Organization estab-
lishes trust among participants in cloud ecosystems by stating
its reputation (external view) and assessing its capabilities
(internal view). Information is websites for example. Technical
skill is such as VM management. Business skill includes
project management.

Kachele et al. [6] propose a PaaS and IaaS taxonomy for
computation, storage and network services whose parts of our
focus are portrayed in Fig. 5. Resources represent resource
types offered to cloud tenants. OS as a Service (OSaaS) is
required to drive clean VMs conveniently since OSaaS are
available in the same places as IaaS. Raw Storage as a Service
(RSaaS) provides interface to storage via bus level (IDE, SCSI)

Fig. 4. The extracted taxonomy of Gudenkauf et al.
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Fig. 5. The extracted taxonomy of Kachele et al.
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to Internet protocols (iSCSI, HTTP) with reliability offered by
RAID-based replication and automatic disk backups. Example
RSaaS is Amazon Elastic Block Storage. File System as a
Service (FSaaS) provides data structures for organizing and
managing data objects in the forms of files and directories
(e.g., ext3, NTFS, Hadoop File System, GoogleFS). Example
FSaaSes are Amazon S3, Google Blobstore and Dropbox. Link
Layer as a Service (LLaaS) allows users to select network
interfaces on VM level to connect to their configured vir-
tual networks and to establish dedicated network connections
between customer premises and clouds via VPNs. Example
LLaaS is Amazon Direct Connect. Network Layer as a Ser-
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Fig. 6. The extracted taxonomy of Idrissi et al.
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Fig. 7. The extracted taxonomy of Laatikainen et al.
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vice (NLaaS) allows IP address space, routing and network
management as well as L3 load balancing. Example NLaaS is
Amazon VPC. Transport Layer as a Service provides access to
flows between abstract endpoints, e.g. TCP sockets, for virtual
connection management, firewall and L4 load balancing such
as Amazon Elastic Load Balancing. Application Layer as a
Service offers communication protocols for specific application
types such as object-oriented, message-oriented, streaming,
and publish-subscribe and for deep-packet inspection as well as
application-level load balancing (e.g., Amazon ELB supporting
HTTP-level load balancer by redirecting requests to one of
many application instances).

Idrissi et al. [7] provide a taxonomy for understanding
cloud computing aspects and reviewing existing solutions.
Some topics of their taxonomy are demonstrated in Fig. 6.
Availability engages hardening and redundancy to provide
users anytime and anywhere access to their resources. Integrity
preserves user data from being altered by unauthorized users.

Laatikainen et al. [8] propose a taxonomy that classifies
cloud service pricing models partly depicted in Fig. 7. For-
mula refers to connection between price and volume. With
fixed price regardless of volume (flat-pricing), customers pay
fixed prices independent from used volumes. Tiered pricing is
offerings with a fixed price and limitation on the volume or
the functionality, where the user has to switch to a less limited
offering with a different price if requiring more volume or
functions. Assured purchase volume plus per unit price rate is
where a fixed amount of volume is priced with a fixed price,
and an average price is charged for extra consumption with a
per unit rate. With per unit price, units or units per time are as-
sociated with fixed prices and customers pay this per unit price
according to consumption amount. Temporal rights refer to the
length of time period when users can use offerings. Perpetual
offers customers to use and own resources as long as they
want. Subscription allows users to use services for a period
while also getting upgrades from providers during this time.
Pay per use makes buyers pay every time they use services.
Degree of discrimination is that the same service is offered for

Fig. 8. The extracted taxonomy of Murthy et al.
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different buyers for different prices. No discrimination means
that a service is offered for the same price for everybody.
Third degree discrimination has vendor identified different
customer groups based on their willingness-to-pay and can
be personal (e.g., student discounts) or regional (e.g., different
prices for developing countries). Second degree discrimination
is when providers sell different units for different prices where
customers must do self-selection to choose from the offers; the
prices are set based on usage quantity, usage time or service
quality.

Murthy et al. [9] list pricing models used by IaaS providers
to help consumers understand how the price varies for the same
requirement in different providers for better decision makings.
The taxonomy is showed in Fig. 8. Linear model has a price
directly proportional to consumed resource amount. In other
words, the price per unit of resource utilization is a constant.
Variation of linear model requires an initial subscription fee
then applies a linear model with reduced usage charge per
utilization unit. Alternatively, instead of collecting the initial
fee, if resource utilization time crosses some predefined time
period, a discount in total billed amount is offered. In the step
model, price per unit is not a constant, as resource utilization
increases, the price rate decreases in a step manner.

Repschlaeger et al. [10] present a classification framework
for IaaS summarized in Fig. 9. Interoperability and portability
describes how easily cloud services can be integrated into
an existing IT landscape using API and communication via
standard protocols like REST. Automatization degree charac-
terizes capability to control and manage cloud services without
the need of manual interaction, for example, to allow user to
configure maximum budget in advance. Scalability represents
the number of simultaneously operated virtual instances. Price
class includes all factors affecting resulting cost directly. Price
resilience is price options for flexibility purpose. Assessment
basis specifies how regular billing occurs such as hourly or
monthly. Charging type can be pay per use or subscription.
Charging granularity is a unit size to be priced e.g. 1 GB
step. Data center security creates trustworthiness when users
know that building protection, access control, virus protection,
intrusion detection, and so on are in place. IT compliance
includes standard and regulatory compliance. Reliability de-
scribes service commitments by providers. Disaster recovery
means a plan for disaster recovery. Redundancy (datacenter) is
redundant data center locations or accessibility to several ISPs.
Provider reporting includes business activities and perfor-
mance. Service transparency includes cloud infrastructure and
service description. Process type can be 32 or 64 bits including
hardware-based functionalities like sleep mode. Server type
is either dedicated server or shared instances. Instance type
includes predefined templates. Service configuration includes
the range of available operating systems. Network access al-
lows customizing opportunities or user own static IP addresses.
Virtual private cloud is an isolated section within a public
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Fig. 9. The extracted taxonomy of Repschlaeger et al.
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cloud with the full control of network by users; it also allows
VPN connection to users’ own data center. Network service is,
for instance, caching. Instance capacity describes performance
limits like maximum CPU, RAM, disk space, transfer volumes.
Computing time means actual computational time needed to
solve required tasks. Support describes what support is offered
and under which conditions. System management or self ser-
vice subsumes service monitoring, volume control via APIs,
update and release management or reporting functionality.
Usability refers to the usability of service web portal users
interact with.

Teckelmann et al. [11] analyze cloud standards to create
a taxonomy for interoperability in IaaS. Its part that directly
benefits consumers are presented in Fig. 10. Management
addresses storage functionalities for availability. Replication
means that data are not only being copied to one location,
but they are distributed to multiple locations. With snapshot,
only one full copy of data objects is made to a single location.

Fig. 10. The extracted taxonomy of Teckelmann et al.
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Fig. 11. The extracted taxonomy of Rimal et al.
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Organization points out several kinds of storage organization
to prevent incompatibility. Image is by-sector copy of disk.
Schemes can be block storage (data is saved in certain size
blocks, addressed by logical block addresses), file system
(imposing a structure on the address space of disks where
referring to files via abstract names), and object storage (a
collection of data objects and their metadata where objects are
stored or modified via method calls). Verification detects any
file modification via certificate-based signature. Monitoring
helps customers ensure that the provision of resources is
according to the SLA and no liability arises; this shows the
adherence of cloud providers as mentioned in the contract.

Rimal et al. [12] develop a taxonomy for describing cloud
computing architecture as partially related to our work in
Fig. 11. Virtualization management is a deployed hypervisor
that manages the abstraction of logical resources away from
their underlying physical resources. Load balancing is often
used to implement failover (the continuation of a service after
failure) where service components are monitored continually
and when one becomes nonresponsive, a load balancer is
informed to no longer send traffic to it. Fault tolerance is
having a hot backup instance to take over without disruption
in case of failure. Interoperability allows user data and appli-
cations to be ported between clouds or to use multiple cloud
infrastructures. Storage enables client to throw data into cloud
without worrying about how it is stored or backed up.

Finally, Fig. 12 is an IaaS taxonomy section Prodan et al.
[13] create for web hosting cloud providers. Virtual dedicated
server (VDS) is a VM or an instance in Amazon’s terminology.
Bus size or processor register size is for example 32 or 64
bits. Number of images quantifies the support of predefined
images that suite customer needs at no effort. Location of cloud
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Fig. 12. The extracted taxonomy of Prodan et al.
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resources is important in network-sensitive use cases. Runtime
tuning refers to capabilities to dynamically adjust the size of
provisioned resources according to user load and distribute the
load so that necessary QoS parameters are fulfilled. Resize
means the adjustment of the amount of resources provisioned
to an VDS based on exhibited load; resizing can be triggered
either automatically by cloud environment or manually by user
via a custom API. Checkpointing refers to the capability of
saving a snapshot of running VDS (including all applications,
data, configuration files, etc.) at any time to enhance fault
tolerance by restarting a failed VDS from the snapshot. Static
IP addresses allow user to mask VDS or availability zone
failures by programmatically remapping a public IP address to
any VDS in the account. Consumption payment is the pay per
use model. Activation is a charge for the setup or activation of
a VDS. Storage is the amount of data storage per month used
by customer. Software licensing may apply such as using MS
Windows is charged by some provider based on VDS hours
used. Service Level Agreement is percent server uptimes.

III. SURVEY FINDINGS

As another contribution of this paper, we have found
that most of IaaS taxonomies in recent existence have been
created from provider perspective. They have lacked sufficient
classification both in breadth and in depth for real-world
applicability by consumers. Many of them still have expressed
classifications that are conflicts among one another impos-
ing inconsistency during integrated usage. Furthermore, their
several (sub)topics contain unclear or even absent definitions.

They have also employed the nonuniform presentation formats
of classifications making the utilizations of their valuable
efforts unnecessarily complicated.

Since in this paper we have tried not to propose any
semantic modification to the surveyed taxonomies for origi-
nality preservation purpose, we rely on the evaluation results
performed independently by their authors.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents the new reference set and findings of
the most recent IaaS taxonomies with consumers in mind. Its
merit is to assist tenants’ decision makings as a main goal,
to help providers meet tenant requirements, and to provide
tenant-specific insight for the other actors in cloud computing
ecosystems. We plan to extend this work by consolidating and
transforming the reviewed results as well as integrating new
(sub)topics to construct a unified tenant-centric IaaS taxonomy.
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